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The Safety Potential of Lane Keeping Assistance and
Possible Actions to Improve the Potential
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Abstract—Before widespread automated driving, driver assis-4
tance systems become more common and can deliver safety benefits.5
This study focuses on current and future lane keeping assistance6
(LKA) systems and their potential safety effects by analysing real-7
world crash data and LKA’s possibilities to prevent fatal passenger8
car crashes. The analysed data includes in-depth analysis of 3649
fatal head-on and single-vehicle crashes in Finland. According to10
statistical analysis, 27% of these crashes could potentially have11
been prevented had currently available LKA been deployed. In12
this study, many issues are examined related to the lane markings’13
visibility, infrastructure, weather, and driver-related risks, which14
rationalise the results, compliment previous research, and highlight15
possibilities to increase the safety potential of LKA. Related to the16
lane markings’ visibility, safety potential could be improved by17
allocating more resources to road maintenance and to snow clear-18
ance. Advanced LKA enabling exploiting digital lane markings19
could hypothetically almost double the safety potential as weather20
conditions or the visibility of lane markings would not restrict21
LKA’s operation. While the driver is still in charge of driving tasks,22
driver-related risks are difficult to manage and the crashes caused23
intendedly or due to driver’s attack of illness are not preventable24
by current LKA systems.25

Index Terms—Digital lane markings, head-on crashes, lane26
keeping assistance, LKA, single-vehicle crashes.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

ROAD traffic is estimated to mainly consist of driverless ve-29

hicles instead of conventional vehicles after a few decades30

[1]. Before the era of automated driving, vehicles with advanced31

driver assistance systems (ADAS) become more common. With32

these systems assisting, the human driver is still responsible33

of driving tasks. ADAS promote road safety by decreasing the34

amount or mitigating the consequences of crashes [2]. In the35

European Union, most of the fatal car crashes are single-vehicle36

or head-on crashes caused by e.g., drift-out-of-lane cases in37

which preventive ADAS could have an effect [3]. Particularly,38

the lane keeping assistance (LKA) system is suitable for pre-39

venting aforementioned crashes [4]. To decrease the amount of40

fatalities and seriously injured on roads, European Commission41

[5] has proposed that new vehicles should be equipped with42

assistance systems including LKA.43

By detecting lane markings and steering the vehicle, LKA44

is able to prevent single-vehicle and head on-crashes [4]. As an45
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example, Volvo [6] describes the principle of its LKA solution to 46

be based on camera, which reads the side lines of the road or lane, 47

and if the car is about to cross a side line then LKA will actively 48

steer the car back into the lane with a slight steering torque in the 49

steering wheel. If the car reaches or crosses a side line, LKA will 50

also alert the driver with vibration in the steering wheel [6]. As a 51

clear difference to lane departure warning (LDW) system, which 52

only alert the driver of an unintentional lane departure [7], LKA 53

interferes with the course of the vehicle by steering or braking 54

some of the wheels in the situation of unintended lane departure 55

[8]. Potential safety effects of LKA system can be impressive, 56

but the system requires specific conditions to operate. Currently, 57

one of the most crucial operational requirements for the LKA 58

system is the visibility of lane markings [8]. This is a challenge 59

in adverse weather or on roads without proper lane markings. 60

Previous studies (e.g., [9] and [10]) have evaluated issues re- 61

lated to LKA, e.g., lane correction and lateral motion of vehicles, 62

typically by deploying different models on driver behaviour and 63

natural driving data as real-world collision data is hard to collect. 64

By now, a systematic crash-by-crash analysis of the potential 65

safety effects of LKA has not been conducted or the number of 66

crashes studied has been limited. This study focuses on LKA’s 67

possibilities to prevent fatal passenger car crashes. The aim 68

is to evaluate LKA’s potential safety effects in single-vehicle 69

and head-on crashes by studying each crash in relation to the 70

deployment of LKA. The following questions are addressed: 71
� Which single-vehicle and head-on crashes could have been 72

avoided had the conventional car been replaced by the 73

LKA-equipped car? 74
� Why all single-vehicle and head-on crashes could not be 75

avoided by LKA system? 76
� How the safety potential of LKA could be improved? 77

Potential safety effect is assessed as the maximum safety 78

potential available, i.e., the theoretical best situation in terms of 79

LKA’s operation and avoided crashes, with sensitivity analysis 80

related to assumptions made in the study. Furthermore, issues 81

affecting LKA’s operation are discussed, including reasons, 82

why LKA could not prevent particular crashes. By deploying 83

advanced LKA systems, some limitations of the current LKA 84

could be removed. In the analysis, the potential safety impacts 85

of more advanced LKA systems are also analysed to find recom- 86

mendations involving vehicle and infrastructure requirements. 87

The contribution of this study is in enhancing the understanding 88

of LKA’s possible safety benefits in relation to current fatal 89

crashes, and highlighting the areas where LKA is currently able 90

to operate and how LKA could offer increased safety benefits. 91

LKA is not the sole ADAS capable of preventing unintended 92

lane departure crashes, as e.g., LDW can also help to avoid these 93

crashes. The safety potential of LKA is analysed in this study, as 94

the focus is on systems, which are able to prevent unintended lane 95
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TABLE I
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS OF CURRENT LKA SYSTEMS IN

FOUR CAR MODELS ([12]–[15])

departure crashes without driver’s instant input. Consequently,96

warning systems (e.g., LDW) are out of the scope of this study.97

Electronic stability control (ESC) is another system, which98

complements the effects of LKA. ESC, particularly, prevents99

loss of control crashes [11] and hence is not comparable to LKA100

system, and is not analysed in this study. A comparative analysis101

on the operation of different ADAS, which are able to prevent102

unintended lane departure crashes, is presented in Table VII.103

In Section II, operational conditions of LKA and previous104

studies are presented. Section III describes the data and method105

of the analysis. Results on the safety potential of current and106

advanced LKA systems are presented in Section IV. The last107

three sections include discussion, limitations and conclusions.108

II. THE OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS AND109

SAFETY EFFECTS OF LKA110

A. Operational Conditions111

In this section, the typical operational conditions of currently112

available LKA systems are described based on user manu-113

als of four different car models to understand the real-world114

restrictions of current LKA systems. Operational conditions115

mean preconditions and circumstances when LKA is able to be116

activated, operate, and related to our analysis, possibly prevent117

single-vehicle and head-on crashes. The studied car models118

described in Table I were selected as they are from different car119

manufacturers including carmakers from Europe, North Amer-120

ica and Asia. These car models are also mainly from different121

car segments representing smaller and bigger cars.122

According to the studied user manuals of the four car models,123

the driver needs to active the LKA system after starting the124

vehicle. In real-life circumstances, drivers do not always activate125

LKA or other ADAS. In a study, in which the systems’ on-off126

status was recorded at one point in Washington, D.C., in the127

USA, LKA was turned on in 55% of the vehicles equipped with128

LKA [16]. Flannagan et al. [17] analysed vehicle data of about129

2 000 vehicles in the USA and concluded that LDW was turned130

on about 50% of the driving time.131

The user manuals depict that LKA participates in the dynamic132

driving tasks by steering the vehicle, but the human driver133

is always in charge of the vehicle and driving. Consequently,134

the system requires the driver to keep hands on the steering135

wheel to make sure the driver is alert. If the driver does not136

keep the hands on the steering wheel, the system warns by a137

message on the display and by a voice signal to get the driver’s138

attention. Human-machine interaction (HMI) is an important139

issue affecting the possible safety effects, which can be gained by140

LKA, e.g., how does the driver react to steering or warnings made 141

by the system. For instance, Winkler et al. [18] have found that 142

different warning types (e.g., visual presentation) have an impact 143

on drivers’ brake reactions and warning readability. Drivers 144

can focus on non-driving related secondary tasks, which steal 145

drivers’ attention and interfere with monitoring the environment 146

[19], [20]. 147

The user manuals of the four studied car models highlight the 148

visibility of the lane markings as a crucial requirement for LKA. 149

By camera sensors, the system detects the lane markings to keep 150

the vehicle inside the lane. LKA may not operate properly if the 151

traffic lines are only partially visible (e.g., worn-out or partially 152

covered by snow). LKA cannot operate if lane markings do not 153

exist or the markings are not visible (e.g., covered by snow or 154

dirt). Adverse weather, such as snowfall or fog, may also prevent 155

the camera sensors from detecting the lane markings leading to 156

non-operating LKA [21]. 157

Based on the studied user manuals, LKA works best on high- 158

quality roads (e.g., highways and freeways) with gentle curves 159

(e.g., a radius of more than about 150m [13]). LKA may not 160

function in an appropriate way if driving in urban areas, on 161

narrow lanes, in construction zones or at intersections. Required 162

minimum speed for successful activation of LKA varies from 163

eight [12] to 65 km/h [15]. If an adaptive cruise control system 164

is also in use with LKA in Volvo, LKA assists in steering in 165

lower speed than 65 km/h. The maximum activation speed of 166

LKA is not stated for two of the studied car models, and for the 167

two others it varies between 150 and 200 km/h. 168

B. Safety Effects 169

The analysis in this study focuses on LKA, but in this section 170

previous studies on the effects of LDW are presented, as LKA 171

and LDW have often been studied together. There is a relatively 172

small amount of studies focusing solely on LKA’s safety effects, 173

and overall the studies have used different methodologies to 174

assess the safety effects or the potential safety effects. When 175

comparing LKA with LDW, Høye [22] states that LKA is likely 176

to be more effective than LDW. 177

Sternlund et al. [23] used an induced exposure method to 178

compare driver injury crashes with and without LKA- or LDW- 179

equipped passenger cars from a single manufacturer and found 180

that cars with LKA and LDW reduced head-on and single- 181

vehicle crashes by 53% in Sweden when speed limit was 70–120 182

km/h and road surface was not icy or snowy. In all conditions 183

and with all speed limits reduction of head-on and single-vehicle 184

crashes was estimated to be 30%. The number of crashes involv- 185

ing a vehicle with LKA was only 11. By using in-depth crash 186

data including crashes with at least one hospitalised occupant, 187

Logan et al. [4] stated based on expert estimates that LKA 188

would potentially reduce aforementioned crash types by 33% 189

(range 26–41%) in Australia and New Zealand. The range was 190

presented because of random selection of crashes and thus the 191

data was not necessarily representative. The number of analysed 192

crashes was 27. Scanlon et al. [8] simulated 478 real-world road 193

departure crashes with and without LKA system and concluded 194

that LKA could theoretically prevent road departure crashes 195

by 32% and seriously injured drivers by 28% without road 196

infrastructure improvements in the USA. The reductions with 197

LDW system would be 28% and 21%, respectively. In the 198

analysis, the existence of lane markings was determined by using 199
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scene photographs, but no evaluation of lane markings clarity200

nor visibility was made. If all roads had lane markings and wide201

shoulders (i.e., a roadway area outside of the lane markings)202

LKA could theoretically prevent 78% of studied crashes and203

65% of seriously injured drivers.204

By classifying real-world passenger car crashes in different205

crash types and subgroups, Jermakian [24] estimated that LDW206

could potentially prevent or mitigate 17–31% of fatal single-207

vehicle crashes and 40–46% of fatal head-on crashes in the USA.208

The range depends on whether speeding is included or excluded209

in the analysis. In the study, it was assumed that lane markings210

exist on roads with speed limits of 40 mph (about 65 km/h) or211

more, but actual visibility of lane markings was not taken into212

account in the evaluation. Furthermore, LDW requires driver213

action to prevent the crash, but the impact of driver’s input (e.g.,214

drowsiness) was not assessed. Sternlund [25] studied possible215

effects of LDW and stated that 33–38% of 100 analysed fatal216

head-on and single-vehicle crashes could possibly have been217

prevented by LDW in Sweden in 2010. The range depends218

on whether excessive speeding is included or excluded in the219

analysis. Speeding of 30 km/h or more was thought to affect220

the function of LDW due to insufficient reaction times of the221

drivers. LDW was assumed to prevent the crash, if a vehicle222

was drifting, lane markings were visible and speed limit was223

70 km/h or more. Cicchino [7] found positive safety effects of224

LDW as involvement rate of vehicles with LDW was 18% lower225

than of vehicles without LDW in all head-on, single-vehicle226

and sideswipe crashes and 86% lower in the same type of227

fatal crashes in the United States in 2009–2015 when studying228

specific car models. Vehicles with LDW were equipped with229

other ADAS more often than vehicles without LDW, which may230

affect the results.231

Results from previous studies indicate that LKA could prevent232

26–53% of single-vehicle and head-on crashes. The research233

method and specific conditions of different countries affect the234

results, but safety potential of LKA is considerable. It can be con-235

cluded that while the importance of lane markings’ visibility for236

LKA has been acknowledged, it has not been comprehensively237

quantified in the previous studies.238

C. Advanced LKA239

Currently available LKA systems have operational restric-240

tions e.g., related to the visibility of lane markings. In the241

future, when driving automation systems are more advanced,242

the potential safety effects could be enhanced compared to the243

current LKA [26]. As cars (and LKA) in future may be able to244

follow digital lane markings, creating high definition (HD) maps245

(described by Kühn et al. [27]) including the exact location of246

lanes, the need of physical lane markings could be removed from247

the perspective of LKA. In addition, adverse weather conditions248

would not be a problem since the camera sensors would not249

need to follow the physical lane markings. Albeit the digital250

lane markings could not be provided and followed, measures251

related to infrastructure would also enhance LKA’s operational252

conditions. For instance, better maintenance and coverage of253

the lane markings in the whole road network including edge and254

centre lines would increase the use range of LKA systems.255

Advanced LKA systems do not eliminate possibilities for256

human errors or risky behaviour as long as the driver is allowed257

to bypass LKA and the driver is not willing to utilise the system.258

Consequently, advanced LKA doesn’t remove all risks.259

Fig. 1. Data set included in this study.

III. METHOD AND DATA 260

A. Overview of the Analysis 261

The safety potential of LKA is analysed with data on fatal 262

passenger car crashes in 2014–2016 in Finland. The analysis is 263

based on detailed crash data and the hypothetical functionality 264

of LKA in each crash by considering LKA’s operational 265

requirements. LKA’s possible safety potential is analysed 266

with a what-if frame, i.e., what if the vehicles involved in the 267

fatal passenger car crashes had been LKA-equipped and LKA 268

continuously on. With the crash-by-crash analysis, real-world 269

conditions, including road and weather conditions and driver’s 270

input, are considered when assessing LKA’s safety potential. 271

The crash-by-crash analysis, described e.g., Sternlund [25], 272

includes the analysis of each individual crashes, in which the 273

operational conditions of LKA and actual conditions in the crash 274

site are considered. Firstly, the analysed crashes are determined. 275

Secondly, the method and assumptions are described. Finally, 276

the method to analyse the safety potential of advanced LKA is 277

presented. 278

B. Data 279

In Finland, the average age of passenger cars was 11.8 years in 280

2019 [28]. With a relatively old car fleet, the adoption of LKA- 281

equipped cars is likely to happen at a slower pace in Finland than 282

in countries, where car fleet renewal is faster, and proportionally 283

more new cars, more likely to be LKA-equipped, enter the car 284

fleet. According to an estimation by Lähderanta [29], LKA was 285

in 1–11% and LDW in 2–24% of passenger cars in Finland in 286

2018. In the crash data set of this study, there was only one 287

LKA-equipped car involved. In this particular case, the LKA 288

system was not able to prevent the crash as the other involved 289

vehicle was in the wrong lane. 290

For the LKA systems, winter conditions (e.g., snow) bring on 291

difficulties, and thus it is important to consider LKA’s operation 292

in the four seasons. The crash data from Finland is compre- 293

hensive and advanced due to long-term development work 294

in accident investigations, and includes crashes with varying 295

weather conditions (e.g., wintertime). The data is provided by 296

the Finnish Crash Data Institute [30], and the data includes all 297

fatal crashes in Finland in 2014–2016. The data is based on the 298

findings from in-depth case studies made by the road accident 299

investigation teams. The data includes crash description with 300

crash site photographs and a list of more than one hundred 301

attributes on crashes e.g., road and weather conditions, driver’s 302

input, background risks etc. Fig. 1 presents the crashes that 303

are included in this study from the original data set. From the 304

different crash types, LKA is able to prevent single-vehicle and 305
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TABLE II
FACTORS, WHICH HAVE AN IMPACT ON LKA’S OPERATION. IN FAVOURABLE

CONDITIONS, LKA MAY HAVE A POSITIVE INFLUENCE ON THE CRASH. IF AT

LEAST ONE OF THE FACTORS IS UNFAVOURABLE, LKA IS NOT ABLE TO

INFLUENCE ON THE CRASH

head-on crashes. In the data, there are 364 relevant crashes of306

which 192 head-on and 172 single-vehicle crashes. Of the total307

721 fatal crashes, 357 are not included in the analysis as these308

either do not include a passenger car (215 crashes) or are in309

crash types, which LKA is not able to prevent, i.e., rear-end310

(30), pedestrian (32), intersection (60) and other (20) crashes.311

This study focuses on fatal passenger car crashes as these312

crashes represent a major road safety problem. In Finland, 57%313

of road fatalities were in a passenger car in 2014–2016 [31]314

and in the EU, 46% of road fatalities were in cars or taxis in315

2015 [32]. LKA’s safety effects are an actual topic as LKA is316

becoming more common in cars and may become mandatory as317

European Commission [5] has proposed because LKA is seen318

able to contribute to reaching the challenging safety targets.319

As we limit our study to fatal crashes where a passenger320

car is involved, crashes with cyclists and other motor vehicles321

are included only if a passenger car is involved and the crash322

type is either a head-on or a single-vehicle crash. In addition to323

passenger cars, also other motor vehicles e.g., trucks, vans and324

buses involved are considered to be LKA-equipped and benefit325

from this system in the studied head-on passenger car crashes.326

For instance, in a head-on crash between a passenger car and327

another motor vehicle (e.g., a truck), the other motor vehicle may328

have drifted out of a lane and have hit to the passenger car. In this329

case, LKA in the other motor vehicle may be able to prevent the330

crash. LKA can be seen as a justified next step for heavy vehicles331

as LDW for new heavy vehicles has been a mandatory system332

in the EU since November 2015 [33]. In this study, motorbikes333

and mopeds are not considered to be LKA-equipped and thus334

crashes are not considered to be preventable by LKA in these335

vehicle types.336

C. Method – Current LKA337

The data set is analysed crash-by-crash to assess, if LKA338

vehicles would have been able to prevent the crash. Individual339

conditions and driver-related risks are analysed in each crash, as340

LKA’s operation requires favourable conditions. LKA’s proper341

function requires fully visible lane markings, favourable weather342

conditions, and driver’s input should enable function of LKA.343

Consequently, driver-related risks (e.g., attack of illness) hinder344

LKA from preventing the crash. If all of factors (presented in345

Table II) are favourable, LKA is considered to be able to prevent346

a crash. If at least one of the factors is unfavourable, LKA is not347

able to prevent the crash. Similar factors have been evaluated348

in previous studies on LKA’s safety potential, but all of these349

factors (e.g., driver-related risks and lane markings’ visibility)350

have not typically been included in the same analysis.351

D. Assumptions 352

In our analysis, we assume that LKA is continuously on, i.e., 353

the LKA system is activated whenever and wherever possible, 354

which is similar to the assumption made by Logan et al. [4]. 355

Additionally, we assume that LKA is able to operate in any speed 356

of the vehicle, in all curves (despite the radius) and in urban 357

areas. We assume that LKA could not prevent crashes, which 358

were caused by a technical failure in the car. The implications 359

of these assumptions to the results of this study are discussed 360

and sensitivity analysis related to speeding’s effects on LKA are 361

presented. 362

In this study’s analysis, two outcomes are possible. The crash 363

A) can be prevented by LKA (LKA has a positive influence), or 364

B) due to unfavourable conditions LKA is not able to prevent the 365

crash (LKA has no influence). Unfavourable conditions, when 366

LKA has no influence (presented in Table II), are: 367
� Visibility of lane markings: visibility of lane markings is 368

categorized in two classes: 369

◦ Partially visible: the centre and edge lines are partly 370

worn or partly covered by snow or dirt, or there is solely 371

a centre line and the edge line is missing or vice versa. 372

◦ Invisible: lane markings do not exist or lane markings 373

are covered by snow or dirt. 374
� Weather conditions: Snowfall, wet snow or fog: Camera 375

sensors require clear visibility [21] and hence these condi- 376

tions are assessed to result in poor visibility and LKA not 377

being able to operate. 378
� Driver-related risks: Driver-related risks are categorized 379

in three classes: 380

◦ Intendedly caused crash (e.g., suicide): LKA is not able 381

to prevent intendedly caused crashes because the driver 382

can bypass the LKA system. 383

◦ Driver’s attack of illness (e.g., unconsciousness): It is 384

assumed that even if LKA could prevent the car from 385

drifting out of the lane, it is not able to park the car safely, 386

and the crash due to attack of illness would happen 387

eventually. 388

◦ Overtaking: LKA cannot prevent head-on crashes due 389

to overtaking. Additionally, LKA cannot prevent single- 390

vehicle crashes before or after the overtaking due to loss 391

of control of the vehicle. In these crashes, the driver 392

makes a strong steering input where after LKA cannot 393

restore the control. 394

E. Method – Advanced LKA 395

The safety potential of LKA is additionally analysed in four 396

other scenarios. The methodology is similar as presented in 397

Sections III-B and III-C for current LKA in existing road 398

infrastructure, but in each four additional analyses LKA is 399

considered more advanced system compared to current LKA 400

or the infrastructure advancements enhance system’s operation. 401

These advancements in the infrastructure or the system elude 402

some of the unfavourable conditions presented in Table II. 403

In the first (1) scenario, LKA is similar to the current LKA, but 404

the whole road network would hypothetically have fully visible 405

lane markings. In the second (2) scenario, accurate digital lane 406

markings are available on the whole road network and LKA is 407

able to follow these. In this scenario, poor weather conditions 408

or the lack of lane markings would not restrict the operation of 409

LKA. The third (3) scenario includes additionally (compared to 410

the second scenario) that driver cannot bypass the system. Thus, 411
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TABLE III
VISIBILITY OF LANE MARKINGS IN RELATION TO DRIVER-RELATED RISKS AND

WEATHER CONDITIONS IN CRASHES. THE NUMBERS PRESENT THE AMOUNT

OF CRASHES AND THE SHARE OF CRASHES STUDIED

crashes cannot be caused intendedly and overtaking crashes are412

also ruled out. In the fourth (4) scenario, LKA is additionally413

capable of safe parking in case of driver’s attack of illness.414

IV. RESULTS415

A. LKA’s Potential to Prevent Crashes416

364 fatal crashes (192 head-on and 172 single-vehicle crashes)417

were analysed to study potential safety effects of LKA. In418

these crashes, the number of fatalities was 415 and most of the419

fatalities (404) were passenger car occupants as the data includes420

solely crashes, where passenger car is one of the involved parties.421

Based on the analysis, LKA could potentially have prevented422

99 (27%) of 364 fatal crashes and 115 (28%) of 415 fatalities.423

Concerning the different crash types, LKA could potentially424

have prevented 52 (30%) of 172 single-vehicle and 47 (24%) of425

192 head-on crashes. In these crashes, which LKA was assessed426

to potentially prevent, lane markings were fully visible, and427

weather and driver’s input were favourable for the operation428

of LKA. Of the total number of fatal passenger car crashes in429

2014–2016, LKA could potentially have prevented 20% (99 of430

506). The potential reduction in fatalities would have been 20%431

(115 of 568). The resulting crash cost savings from 99 prevented432

crashes would be 307 million euros, as the unit value of a fatal433

crash is 3.1 million euros in Finland [34]. As these crashes and434

savings are calculated based on three year’s data, the theoretical435

annual crash cost saving would be 102 million euros, which is436

14% of the crash costs of all fatal crashes (745 million euros).437

B. Visibility of Lane Markings438

In 144 (40%) crashes lane markings were fully (99 crashes)439

or partially visible (45 crashes) and other conditions were440

favourable (Table III). According the analysis, the crash was441

preventable, if the lane markings were fully visible. If occasional442

detrition is allowed or existence of an edge or a centre line would443

be enough for proper operation of LKA, the system could have444

prevented 144 crashes. Even if the weather was favourable and445

driver-related risks did not appear in 28 (8%) crashes, LKA446

would not have been able to prevent the crash because of invisible447

lane markings. Of 364 crashes, lane markings were fully visible448

in 198 (54%) crashes. In five crashes, in which the crash was449

caused by a motorbike or a technical failure, analysing the lane450

markings’ visibility is not meaningful.451

Fig. 2. Reasons for partially visible and invisible lane markings.

Detrition of lane markings in 26 of 364 (7%) and incomplete 452

lane markings in 27 (7%) crashes were the most notable reasons 453

for partially visible lane markings (Fig. 2). For invisible lane 454

markings, the lack of lines in 38 (10%) crashes was the most 455

common reason. Altogether, in 51 crashes snow or ice coverage 456

was a reason for partially visible or invisible lane markings. 457

C. Weather Conditions 458

Unfavourable weather was a sole reason in 3 (1%) and one of 459

the reasons to prevent LKA’s operation in 23 (6%) crashes. When 460

unfavourable weather was the sole reason, lane markings were 461

fully visible and driver-related risks did not appear. Although the 462

weather was not a common reason to prevent LKA’s operation, 463

we could note a difference between wintertime and summertime 464

crashes. LKA could potentially have prevented 20% of the 465

crashes, which occurred between October and April when there 466

are wintry circumstances at least in the northern parts of Finland, 467

while potential crash reduction would have been 37% between 468

May and September. 469

Poor weather conditions may have been a sole reason in more 470

than 3 crashes, as e.g., continuous snowfall causes partially or 471

fully snow covered road surfaces. In our study, partially visible 472

or invisible lane markings are recorded as the reason preventing 473

LKA’s operation, if e.g., snowfall has already ended when the 474

crash occurred. Visibility of lane markings is considered sepa- 475

rately as an own issue affecting LKA’s operation as depicted in 476

Section B. 477

D. Driver-Related Risks 478

As described in Section III, intendedly caused (suicides), 479

driver’s attack of illness and overtaking crashes are assessed to 480

be crashes LKA is not able to prevent due to driver’s input. These 481

driver-related risks appeared in 170 (47%) crashes (Table IV). 482

When a driver-related risk was the sole reason (94 crashes, 483

26%) preventing LKA’s operation, intendedly caused crash (63 484

of 94 crashes) was the most common cause. In all, intendedly 485

caused crash was the sole reason or one of the reasons preventing 486

LKA’s operation in 88 (24%), attack of illness in 61 (17%) and 487

overtaking in 21 (6%) crashes. 488

There are notable differences when comparing reasons for 489

LKA not to operate in head-on and single-vehicle crashes with 490

solely a driver-related risk. Intended cause appeared in 40% 491
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TABLE IV
DIFFERENT DRIVER-RELATED RISKS IN RELATION TO LANE MARKINGS’

VISIBILITY, WEATHER, AND OTHER REASONS INFLUENCING LKA’S

OPERATION. THE NUMBERS PRESENT THE AMOUNT OF CRASHES

AND THE SHARE OF CRASHES STUDIED

of head-on crashes, but only in 6% of single-vehicle crashes.492

Conversely, driver’s attack of illness appeared in 5% of head-on493

crashes and in 31% of single-vehicle crashes. These results are494

expected as one typical crash type within intendedly caused495

traffic collisions is a crash with an oncoming heavy vehicle [35].496

Instead, driver’s attack of illness may take place anywhere and497

results usually in a single-vehicle crash.498

Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs and speeding499

increase crash risk (e.g., [36], [37]). We present the potential500

effects of these factors as a sensitivity analysis related to LKA’s501

possibility to prevent crashes.502

1) Speeding: As excessive speeding makes it difficult to keep503

the vehicle on the road even with LKA, there is the need504

to analyse how speeding could affect the studied crashes. As505

presented in the earlier sections, LKA could potentially have506

prevented 99 crashes. Of these, only 55–67 crashes could have507

been avoided if speeding is considered as a disturbing factor508

(Table VIII). The range is based on considering the level of509

speeding. If exceeding the speed limit with 10 km/h or more has510

an impact on LKA’s operation, only 55 crashes could have been511

prevented. Correspondingly, if speeding of 30 km/h or more is512

considered to be too much for LKA’s operation, 67 crashes could513

have been avoided. These speeding crashes may include driving514

under the influence of alcohol or drugs.515

2) Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs: As516

depicted in Table VIII, the number of crashes LKA could po-517

tentially prevent would be 62 instead of 99, if driving under518

the influence (DUI) of alcohol or drugs were considered to pre-519

vent LKA’s operation. DUI crashes may also include exceeding520

the speed limit. Considering DUI and speeding separately or521

the combination of these in the same crash to prevent LKA’s522

operation, only 47–53 crashes would potentially be prevented.523

The range is dependent on the level of speeding. If LKA is able524

to be operational on roads with partially visible lane markings,525

the number of potentially avoided crashes reduces from 144526

to 67–75 (fully or partially visible lane markings) if DUI or527

speeding are considered as disturbing factors.528

E. Advanced LKA529

LKA without additional safety measures could potentially530

have prevented 27% of fatal crashes. By implementing pro-531

gressive policy actions and recommendations involving vehicle532

and infrastructure requirements, potential safety effects could533

be improved (Table V). By having fully visible lane markings534

TABLE V
POTENTIAL OF CURRENT LKA AND FOUR SCENARIOS RELATED TO

ADVANCED LKA’S POTENTIAL TO REDUCE FATAL HEAD-ON AND

SINGLE-VEHICLE CRASHES, AND THE REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO ROAD

NETWORK AND INFRASTRUCTURE, THE DRIVER AND THE VEHICLE

TABLE VI
STAKEHOLDERS AND THEIR POSSIBILITIES TO REALISE AND IMPROVE THE

SAFETY POTENTIAL OF LKA

on the entire road network in Finland, LKA could theoretically 535

have prevented 46% of the crashes (Scenario 1). With advanced 536

LKA systems (Scenario 2), which allow the vehicle to follow 537

digital lane markings, 52% of the crashes could potentially be 538

avoided. Removing the possibility for the driver to override 539

the advanced LKA system (Scenario 3), intentionally caused 540

crashes could also be avoided, resulting in a theoretical 82% 541

crash reduction. Finally, eliminating also the risks related to 542

attack of illness (Scenario 4), crash reduction of 99% could 543

potentially be achieved. The five (1%) crashes, which could not 544

be avoided in this theoretical analysis, consist of three crashes 545

with a motorbike and two crashes due to a technical failure in 546

an involved vehicle. 547
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TABLE VII
FUNCTIONALITY OF LKA SYSTEM IN COMPARISON TO OTHER SYSTEMS

CAPABLE OF PREVENTING OR WARNING UNINTENDED LANE DEPARTURES

TABLE VIII
THE NUMBER OF POTENTIALLY PREVENTED CRASHES AND SHARE OF ALL

STUDIED CRASHES (N=364), IF SPEEDING AND DRIVING UNDER THE

INFLUENCE (DUI) OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS ARE CONSIDERED TO

PREVENT LKA’S OPERATION

V. DISCUSSION548

Based on our crash-by-crash analysis of passenger car crashes549

in 2014–2016 in Finland, 27% of single-vehicle and head-on550

crashes could potentially have been avoided by exploiting LKA.551

We find that LKA has a notable potential to promote road safety.552

However, the possible crash reduction this study found is rela-553

tively moderate compared to previous studies, where the results554

indicate a potential crash reduction of 26–53% in single-vehicle555

and head-on crashes. Scanlon et al. [8] and Logan et al. [4]556

analysed real-life crashes individually, but the number of crashes557

was limited or issues relevant for the operational conditions558

of LKA (e.g., visibility of lane markings) was not analysed559

similarly to this study. Including visibility of lane markings,560

driver-related risks, and weather conditions as determinants to561

the operation of LKA seems to lower the potential safety effects562

compared to previous studies. Furthermore, crashes caused in-563

tendedly or due to driver’s attack of illness have an impact on564

results compared to previous studies, in which these have not565

typically been considered.566

Driver-related risks are relatively common factors in fatal567

crashes in Finland. In 170 (47%) crashes, driver’s input would568

have been a reason disabling LKA’s operation. Particularly569

intendedly caused crashes and driver’s attack of illness were570

highlighted within driver-related risks. We considered LKA not571

to be able to prevent the crash if the lane change is intentionally572

caused or the driver is not controlling the vehicle and driver’s573

hands are not on the steering wheel (attack of illness).574

At this early stage level of automation, in which the driver 575

is responsible of the driving task, driver’s input is crucial for 576

safety as LKA only supports the human driver in the driving 577

task. The high number of intendedly caused crashes as the 578

reason preventing LKA’s operation, highlights the additional 579

safety benefits of advanced LKA systems and highly automated 580

vehicles in comparison to current ADAS. If the driver is allowed 581

to bypass the automated driving function, risky behaviour cannot 582

entirely be prevented. Furthermore, more advanced systems can 583

be able to notice changes in driver’s physical conditions and 584

stop the vehicle safely. It should be acknowledged that even 585

the advanced systems would not prevent all fatalities caused 586

by attack of illness in road traffic as driver’s health issues may 587

be the actual cause of death. However, advanced LKA systems 588

could prevent head-on crashes resulting from attack of illness 589

and thus avoid serious consequences for possible other parties 590

involved. 591

Related to the visibility of lane markings, new technology may 592

help to enhance the operation of LKA. HD maps and digital lane 593

markings would allow LKA to keep vehicle on the lane without 594

physical lane markings, i.e., paintings. Digital lane markings 595

would increase the safety benefits, as physical lane markings’ 596

visibility is restricted in many cases. To be able to follow digital 597

lane markings, current LKA systems are needed to be updated 598

and potentially even replaced. Additionally, the development 599

and maintenance of the digital lane markings is expensive, which 600

probably delays the implementation of the digital markings. As 601

current LKA, which require physical markings, is becoming 602

prevalent, we may need to wait before advanced LKA is com- 603

mon. In the short term, improvement of physical lane markings 604

should be prioritised instead of HD maps, as LKA systems of 605

today are based on detecting the markings by camera sensors. In 606

our study, snow or ice on roads made it difficult to follow lane 607

markings in 51 of the 151 crashes with low visibility of lane 608

markings. Allocating more resources to road (e.g., roads with 609

full coverage lane markings) and winter maintenance, LKA’s 610

safety potential can be enhanced. 611

We studied LKA’s possible safety impacts in relation to three 612

driver-related risks, i.e., intentional cause, attack of illness, and 613

overtaking. In addition, other typical risks, such as speeding 614

or driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, may affect 615

the possible safety benefits of LKA. For instance, speeding in 616

curves has an impact on the function of LKA, as it is harder to 617

maintain the driving course. Speeding on straight roadway may 618

also affect LKA’s operation as safe vehicle speed set by the road 619

administration is not used. As it is difficult to determine, which 620

vehicle speed would be too excessive for LKA both in curves and 621

on straight roadways, the different levels (10, 20, and 30 km/h) of 622

speeding were presented as a sensitivity analysis (Table VIII). 623

Results indicate that differences between these values are mi- 624

nor and if there is speeding, the speed of vehicle is typically 625

much higher than the speed limit. In order to study this deeper, 626

the effects of speeding on LKA should be researched more 627

in future. 628

If alcohol or drug use and speeding at the same time or only 629

one of these factors are assumed to prevent LKA’s operation, 630

LKA’s possibility to reduce crashes decreases from 27% to 13%. 631

At worst, potential safety benefits are halved because of these 632

factors. The results indicate that alcohol, drugs and speeding 633

are frequently involved in fatal crashes and these may greatly 634

influence LKA’s safety benefits. In order to enhance the safety 635
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potential, LKA should be complemented with other systems that636

reduce driver-related risks, e.g., intelligent speed assist (ISA)637

and alcohol ignition interlock devices.638

In our study, we found several issues, which have an effect on639

LKA’s safety potential. By considering these issues, we can iden-640

tify ways to realise and further improve LKA’s operation. We641

can also recognise the role of different stakeholders as presented642

in Table VI. First of all, vehicle manufactures, public authorities643

and policy makers should strive for new vehicles to be equipped644

with LKA operating with the highest standard. When operational645

reliability in different conditions has been confirmed, it should646

be considered, whether LKA should be by default always on.647

Secondly, vehicle purchasers and drivers should be aware of648

LKA and its operation and appreciate its value when choosing649

the vehicle and while driving. In addition to LKA’s operation, the650

limitations of the system should be acknowledged, too. Vehicle651

resellers have a great role in communicating about LKA to the652

vehicle purchasers. Finally, road authorities should ensure high653

quality of lane markings and prepare for HD maps and digital654

lane markings for advanced LKA systems.655

VI. LIMITATIONS656

We recognise that many issues may have an impact on the657

function of LKA and LKA’s possibility to prevent crashes and658

all these issues cannot be analysed in detail. As one example,659

in this study we considered LKA to be able to prevent loss of660

control crashes, but in reality, ESC could prevent these crashes661

instead of LKA (or together with LKA). However, loss of control662

cases typically include excessive speeds, which we considered in663

sensitivity analysis. By doing this, we were able to exclude cases,664

in which ESC could potentially have avoided the crash instead of665

LKA. In addition, the driver’s steering manoeuvre could have an666

impact on LKA’s operation, because the system can be bypassed,667

when the driver actively steers the car. The driver’s behaviour668

during the operation of LKA should be studied further to better669

understand interaction between the system and the driver.670

In this study, we assumed all crash-involved motor vehicles671

(except of motorbikes and mopeds) to be LKA-equipped, LKA672

to be activated whenever and wherever possible and to operate673

in the defined conditions, which do not reflect the current con-674

ditions in real-world vehicle fleet or traffic. The assumptions in675

this study were made to analyse the maximum crash reduction676

potential of LKA. If we would assume that LKA is activated677

e.g., by 50% of the drivers and that would straightforward678

lead to 50% of possible (maximum) crash reduction, the safety679

potential of LKA this study indicates would be 50% lower.680

To get closer to the situation, where the assumptions of this681

study would correspond to real-life circumstances, LKA should682

be a mandatory equipment and always turned on by default.683

However, development towards this situation takes a long time684

as the decision-making processes are slow related to vehicle685

technologies and vehicle fleet evolves slowly. The progress also686

requires that the LKA technologies are reliable. In this study,687

LKA is assumed to operate without technical problems. Related688

to LKA’s reliability and robustness, we analysed the effects of689

lane markings’ visibility and weather conditions, but other as-690

pects, such as LKA system’s possible inoperability, malfunction,691

or even intentional hacking or cyber-attacks are not included in692

the analysis. The potential negative effects of the system should693

be studied further.694

VII. CONCLUSION 695

To improve the operational conditions and achievable safety 696

effects of LKA, the LKA systems should be developed so 697

that these can operate reliably with low visibility or even with 698

invisible lane markings. Additionally, the visibility of lane mark- 699

ings should be improved e.g., by allocating more resources to 700

road maintenance and to snow clearance. When advanced LKA 701

systems or highly automated vehicles, which are able to utilise 702

HD maps, will become more common, the visibility of physical 703

lane markings may not be a requirement anymore. 704

Driver-related risks, which cannot be defeated by ADAS, are 705

major problems for road safety. Measures to improve coopera- 706

tion between police, health care and social services are further 707

needed to prevent intendedly caused and driver’s attack of illness 708

crashes. Technology will not entirely solve these problems until 709

the era of fully automated driving. 710

When LKA-equipped vehicles and the use of LKA become 711

more common, the amount of single-vehicle and head-on crashes 712

can decrease. The results and discussion of this study enable 713

assessing the safety potential of LKA in relation to actual 714

conditions in passenger car crashes and identifying the factors to 715

focus on to increase the possible safety effects. Results indicated, 716

with some limitations, that LKA is able to deliver notable 717

road safety benefits. LKA can therefore be recommended as a 718

mandatory system in new vehicles as the European Commission 719

has proposed. 720
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